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Abstract 

 
Knowledge and information is two very general terms used in all kinds of contexts and 
certainly key aspects of any product development. An area with issues in regard to both 
information and knowledge is that of storage and retrieval, one which really has been taken to 
heart during this master thesis. Aimed towards retention and reuse of knowledge in computer-
based 3D-models, this thesis has been conducted for the division for Computed Aided Design 
at Luleå University of technology (LTU) and further applied to GHT. Research related to 
knowledge incorporation with actual CAD models has been and still are continuously carried 
out by the division for Computer Aided Design. 
 
GHTs main efforts lie in development and manufacturing of structural automotive 
components, side impact beams (SIB), bumpers and various posts are among these. Most 
significant for GHT and their components is their press-hardening technology, one which they 
in fact introduced themselves over 30 years ago. A previous master thesis has been conducted 
at GHT, more specifically on their research and development (R&D) department for SIBs. 
That thesis resulted in a set of tools for start-up model generation, interactive beam 
customisation and optimisation using a basic graphical user interface (GUI). 
 
The overall aim of this thesis has been to increase knowledge sharing throughout the product 
development process. The first thesis part applied this thinking to GHTs initial quotation 
design and more specifically to how production cost could be calculated and presented to the 
designer during initial SIB development. As for the second part, focus lay on development of a 
method for retention and reuse of information throughout the product development process, all 
incorporated within the CAD model. 
 
Initial efforts were placed on understanding the previously created application framework. This 
was followed by a thorough study of the entire development process, resulting in a process 
model containing limitations, general procedures as well as how the final production cost 
varies with the produced beam geometry. Research and development efforts were placed on 
observations, discussions and evaluations, summarising a highly iterative process which finally 
came together in an information extension of the initially received tool. 
 
The second part of this thesis work revolved around evaluations of different ways to retain and 
reuse knowledge using CAD models. User representatives from each division at R&D 
participated in both discussions and evaluations during this part. A part which ended in the 
creation of a demonstrator with the sole purpose of showing, not only that this method of 
knowledge management can be used, but also further benefit GHT in their product 
development. 
 
Two different tools based on the same basic principles surrounding knowledge management 
has together ensured that knowledge is shared in a two-way channel during product 
development. The first tool supplies the initial designer with information regarding the entire 
production process of a SIB and how choices made will affect final production costs. In 
extension, it further increased the knowledge foundation during initial design. The other 
direction is covered in the second part of this thesis, where the created demonstrator showed 
that knowledge can in fact be both stored and retrieved through a simple CAD model. Further 
allowing each and everyone involved in the development process a chance to access and edit 
the same knowledge space. 
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Nomenclature 

 
SIB Side Impact Beam 
 
CAD Computer-Aided Design 
 
CAE Computer-Aided Engineering 
 
CAM Computer-Aided Manufacturing 
 
KBE Knowledge Based Engineering 
 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
 
MOKA Methodology for Knowledge Based Engineering Applications 
 
KF Knowledge Fusion 
 
API Application Programming Interface 
 
NX Open A collection of API toolkits allowing system integration and user 

customisation of NX through an open architecture.  
 
DFA DFA refer to the file extension linked to Knowledge Fusion class files. The 

DFA file represent an ASCII source code used to run custom made 
applications in NX. The abbreviation stands for DefClass File ASCII. 

 
DLG This is the extension for UI Styler generated GUI files. The UI Styler is a 

module in NX allowing users to create their own dialogs with the same look 
and functionality as generally found in the NX. 

 
DLX This is the extension for Block Styler generated GUI files. A module allowing 

users to create their own dialogs with the same look and functionality as 
generally found in NX. The Block Styler is as of NX6 the recommended GUI 
generating module inside NX. 

 
PMI Product and Manufacturing Information 
 
IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification, a neutral data format which allow 

digital exchange between CAD systems [1]. 
 
STEP Standard for the Exchange of Product model data, an internationally 

standardised, neutral data format for digital exchange between CAD systems.  
 
JT JT is a data format developed by Siemens for Product Life-cycle Management 

software, supporting for instance CAD data exchange. 
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1 Introduction 
This section aims to introduce you, the reader, to the situation preceding this work as well as 
to the actors and components this thesis is built around. It will clarify the overall purpose of 
this thesis, why it came to be and what specific problems it aims to solve. Finally it will in 
short touch on how defined problems have been approached. 

1.1 Background 
The background serves to initially enlighten areas surrounding the company, the product in 
focus as well as they state of these at project start-up. 

1.1.1 Gestamp Hardtech 
GHT is a part of the international group Gestamp Automoción, and has been since 2005. 
Gestamp Automoción is currently situated in 12 countries with 44 manufacturing facilities 
and 6 R&D facilities, one of each located at GHT in Luleå.  
 
GHTs main focus lies in the development and manufacturing of structural automotive 
components such as side impact beams, bumpers as well as various posts and reinforcements. 
What really signifies GHT is their press-hardening technology, one which they in fact 
introduced themselves over 30 years ago and still manages to remain the global leader of 
today. A technology which allows the production of lighter components while maintaining the 
same ability to absorb energy. In addition to actual product development and manufacturing, 
they continuously strive to improve in regard to tooling, process development and production, 
all part of an overall ambition to improve every aspect of the process and thus the final 
product value. 

1.1.2 Side impact beam 
The SIB, mounted inside every door as shown in figure 1, acts as an energy absorbing brace 
in the door framework. The beam is basically a reinforcement intended to protect the driver or 
passenger from side collisions. More specifically the beam should absorb as much energy as 
possible, a balancing act between hardness, durability and deformation properties. Research is 
continuously focused on producing components with ever increasing energy absorption to 
weight ratios, without compromising safety aspects. Lighter beams lower the overall car 
weight which in turn increases the performance, lowers the fuel consumption and finally 
lightens the impact on the ever so important environment. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. An example of a side impact beam mounted on the door frame 
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1.1.3 Initial state 
This master thesis will build upon research currently conducted within research project 3.3, 
work package 3 in the Faste Laboratory. This project aims to retain and reuse knowledge in 
computer-based 3D-models, thus using them as knowledge carriers. A previous master thesis 
relevant to this has been conducted at GHT, more specifically on their R&D department for 
SIBs. This previous thesis has resulted in a set of tools for start-up model generation, 
interactive beam customisation and optimisation using a basic GUI. A more thorough 
walkthrough of the already existing application and the foundation this thesis is built upon will 
be covered in a later section. The newly created application has however been used and further 
developed in parallel with this thesis, something that had to be taken into account during the 
following thesis. 
 
Research related to how knowledge can be incorporated with the actual CAD model has been 
and still are continuously researched at the division for Computer Aided Design at LTU. As for 
the second part of this thesis, already conducted research and a paper containing a proposed 
method for preserving knowledge and information by Sandberg and Näsström [2] in particular, 
will be considered a foundation. 

1.2 Aim 
The overall aim of this thesis is to increase knowledge sharing through the incorporation of 
product specific knowledge into actual CAD models, thus making knowledge easily accessible, 
current and relevant. The idea is that this knowledge will increase the efficiency, productivity 
and quality throughout the entire product development process. By allowing divisions in 
different phases in the development process a means to communicate and further make use of 
each other’s respective knowledge domains, efficiency, productivity and quality throughout the 
entire product development process should be increased. 
 
The first part of the thesis will focus on GHTs initial quotation design. This includes design, 
simulation, feasibility study and a final evaluation. By increasing the knowledge foundation in 
the early stages of conceptualisation as well as presenting feedback relevant to choices made, 
this should; reduce the mistakes made, minimise rework, decrease the development time as 
well as improve the final result. 
 
The later part will focus on retaining all vital information with the actual model. Thus making 
sure that information is stored where relevant as well as available for retrieval where and when 
needed. Finally this should help insure that the information found always stays relevant and up 
to date with the current state of the model it is connected to. 

1.3 Definition 
Develop an application that provides the designer with feedback in regard to estimated final 
product cost in the early design stage. The developed tool should be implemented in a way, 
allowing easy access, management and further scalability. Develop the existing GUI into a user 
friendly tool for storage and retrieval of product specific knowledge and design rationale to and 
from the working model. Further implement means for the GUI to adapt to the current CAD 
model as well as to the design choices made, thus limiting options and parameters according to 
gathered knowledge and specified input. 
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Research and evaluate how knowledge can be retained, managed and collected in a general, 
program independent CAD model. Based on current research at the division of Computer 
Aided Design, a demonstrator should be developed as a means to further explain any proposed 
method. While the overall goal here would be to tightly incorporate all relevant product 
specific knowledge with the actual CAD model, this thesis part however aim to show that this 
can be done by incorporating a select few documents and their respective information. These 
are the later to be introduced documents named “Customer requirements”, “Development 
specification”, “Product remarks” and “Design specification”. This demonstrator should be 
applied on GHT and their SIB development in particular. Finally the proposed method should 
be evaluated in comparison to the current way of working, and by extension how to proceed 
from here on. 

1.4 Delimitations 
In order to guarantee the complete integration of the first part of this thesis work with the 
application already in use, this part will utilise the same development environment as 
previously used, NX and its Knowledge Fusion (KF) module. Furthermore, in order to take 
the ongoing development of the previously created application into account, the extension of 
this application will rely as little as possible on specifics of its predecessor. This thesis will 
assume that the previously created application works as it should until proven otherwise, 
thereby changing as little as possible during further development. Even though theories and 
perhaps even result could be used on different components at GHT, this thesis work will 
specifically focus on the development of side impact beams. 
 
As for the second part of this thesis, focus will be put on storage and retrieval of knowledge 
and information in CAD models using commercial CAE software. Even though third party 
applications could further improve knowledge sharing on a large scale, this will not be a 
priority in this thesis. 

1.5 Thesis Approach 
The initial efforts will be placed on understanding the previously created application 
framework, followed by a thorough study of the entire development process of a SIB. During 
this study the entire process should be mapped in regard to limitations, general procedures as 
well as how the final production cost varies with the produced beam geometry. 
 
Given the user oriented nature of this thesis and the sought after solution, focus should be 
placed on user evaluations and in-action observations during the actual software development. 
As a last step, a final evaluation should if possible be performed, verifying the work by 
comparing generated costs with real results. 
 
For the second part of the thesis work, different ways and possibilities to retain and reuse 
knowledge using general software independent models will be researched. Finally a 
demonstrator should be developed to visualise and further explain the conclusions and how the 
proposed method might be utilised to solve the laid out problems. 
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2 Theory 
This section will provide further information in theoretical areas this thesis builds upon. Each 
included subsection will briefly explain the area in itself as well as any aspects deemed 
important in order to fully comprehend this work and how it has been carried out.  

2.1 Product development process 
The generic development process stated by Ulrich and Eppinger will be used as starting point 
for this thesis. This is just as it sound is a very general approach, suited for most development 
assignments. The general model is also linear in its flow, something that might not be very 
suiting for a user oriented product as this thesis aims to produce. Eppinger & Ulrich however 
provides a number of different approaches or process models if you will, one of which aims at 
the kind of iterative process this thesis is in need of, called “Spiral Product Development 
Process” [3]. 
 
According to Ulrich and Eppinger there are five main characteristics of a successful product 
development [3]; 
 
 Product quality 
 Product cost 
 Development time 
 Development cost 
 Development capabilities 
 
Appling these to the project at hand, one can conclude that product cost, development time 
and development cost are practically set from the get go. Leaving product quality and 
development capabilities, which basically translate to; does the final result satisfy the user 
requirements? How will this work benefit them in future development projects? Two equally 
important questions of which to base future work on. 
 
The problem at hand is what Johansson et al. [4] would call an open or divergent problem. 
This means that there are a number of solutions to any given problem. So instead of accepting 
the first found solution by default, one should make sure that it is in fact the best solution for 
that specific problem. In line with Ulrich and Eppinger, Johannesson et al. also summarised 
the main characteristics of product development, where the so called “I3” are the most 
relevant to this thesis. I3 [4] which stand for; 
 
 Iteration 
 Integration 
 Innovation 
 
Applied on the actual thesis work, iteration should at least be considered in any user-oriented 
development process. Integration further stresses the importance of including all relevant 
divisions and areas in the actual development process. Whereas innovation, as in any 
development project really, finally underlines the importance of seeking new solutions to both 
new and old problem. 
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2.2 Knowledge and information 

Information is a term with many meanings depending on context, but is as a rule closely 
related to such concepts as meaning, knowledge, instruction, communication, representation, 
and mental stimulus [5]. 

Knowledge is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as (i) expertise, and skills acquired 
by a person through experience or education; the theoretical or practical understanding of a 
subject, (ii) what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and information or (iii) 
awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation [6]. 
 
These are two very general and often tossed around terms of which this entire thesis is built 
upon. I would argue that they in fact are dependent of each other or, depending on your point 
of view, basically the same thing found in different contexts. A way to clarify the first part of 
that statement might be to see information as a coded message and the knowledge as a means 
to decode it. Without knowledge in the area from where information is gathered, one often 
cannot expect to accomplish anything with the attained information. Furthermore, without 
information regarding, surrounding and directly comprising a given task, there is really 
nothing to apply any gathered knowledge to. More specifically, the chance of successfully 
finalising any component to the customer’s satisfaction, regardless of domain knowledge, is 
largely dependent on the information the customer initially provide. It is therefore vital that 
every single piece of needed information is carefully gathered and stored, so that it may 
continuously be reached throughout the entire project.  
 
Knowledge is what I would refer to as retained information, experience and skills. And in this 
sense one could argue that knowledge and information basically is the same thing, as 
mentioned previously, it’s merely a question of the state they are in. Where information 
would be the knowledge shared and knowledge would be the acquired information put into 
context. I will intermittently refer to both knowledge and information during this thesis, and it 
is my hope that this clarification will be enough to show how and to what end I use each term. 

2.3 KBE 
A, in my opinion, good definition of KBE is as the MOKA Consortium [7] puts it; “The use of 
advanced software techniques to capture and re-use product and process knowledge in an 
integrated way”. What is really the gain of redoing the same procedures, calculations or for that 
matter having numerous persons search for the same information individually? Rather than 
repeating the same procedures over and over again, have a system configured to perform the 
repetitive tasks based on previous knowledge, while you focus on further development. A 
really simple way of putting it would be, quoting the MOKA Consortium [7]; “Why not let the 
computer take the dull routine, while humans have all the fun?” 
 
A knowledge based system is basically a system capable of making decisions based on 
available knowledge. Here knowledge is usually found as rules, rules which basically are 
knowledge formatted in a way that the system understands. It is not as once strived for, an 
Artificial Intelligence, but rather a man made system capable of acting intelligently within a 
clearly defined knowledge frame or space. 
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2.3.1 Why KBE should be used 
The question isn’t to what end KBE systems should be used, something that usually revolves 
around saving time and money. No, the important question one should ask oneself before 
trying to implement such a system is; Will the resulting profits outweigh the initial investment. 
Implementing a KBE system is a major undertaking and investment, and as with every 
investment, one shouldn’t proceed unless there is a definite or at least good chance for return in 
the end. 
 
To precisely specify when to use KBE might be hard considering the large applicable and ever 
increasing domain along with the diverse way of implementing KBE systems over different 
areas. An easier way might be to list a couple of general circumstances where it should not be 
used. 
 
MOKA Consortium [7] defined a set of general situations for when to avoid KBE. These are 
narrowed down to when; 

 the design process cannot be clearly defined; 
 the technology in the design process is constantly changing; 
 the design process could just as well be modelled in a simple program; 
 the knowledge for the desired application is not available; 
 or the organisation does not have the will, the money and the resources to introduce a 

KBE system. 

2.3.2 KBE life cycle 
The MOKA version of the KBE life cycle according to the MOKA Consortium [7] can be 
summarised through a 6 step iterative process; identify, justify, capture, formalise, package and 
activate. This life cycle as shown in figure 2 has no real ending, it’s constantly re-iterated in 
order to keep up with ever changing demands and criteria. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The KBE life cycle as put forth by the MOKA Consortium 
 
The cycle components can very simply be explained as: 
Identify aims to evaluate KBE as a means a certain end, how KBE could be used to reach that 
end as well as what the actual objectives are with the potential KBE system. This initial phase 
should lead to a conclusion of whether or not KBE is the right tool for the given problem. 
Justify serves to justify the development of a KBE system by analysing risks, costs, 
timeframes etc. 
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Capture refers to the actual gathering and structuring of raw domain knowledge. 
Formalise refers to the modelling of the basic structure of the KBE tool, its components and 
how these are dependent of each other.  
Package refers to the further development of the formalised models into a working KBE tool. 
Activate refer to the final step of putting the developed KBE tool to use in the intended 
environment. Should there however be any need for further information, this will tie the circle 
together making identify the next step. 

2.4 Declarative versus procedural programming 
More commonly used among program development platforms today is declarative 
programming, which basically mean stating what to do rather than how and when to do it. The 
declarative way of programming lets you specify variables, methods, functions and so on, 
each of which isn’t calculated until they are later called upon. This in turn means that the 
same code can very well be used in different contexts and sequences. 
 
Procedural programming commonly called imperative programming is unlike the declarative 
kind, sequential. Here each line of code is sequentially executed, making the code more 
specific to a single problem. 

2.5 CAD 
Computer-Aided Design, abbreviated CAD, refer to the tool or system mainly used to 
produce digital models and drawings. Today’s CAD systems however, often come with 
additional support for visualisation, simulation and production preparation to mention a few. 
Even though some still utilise 2D CAD systems today, most users however have taken the 
step over to 3D CAD systems. 

2.5.1 PMI 
Product and Manufacturing Information, abbreviated PMI is mainly used in 3D CAD and 
Collaborative Product Development systems to convey information on the design and 
manufacturing of a referenced component or geometry [8]. PMI acts as an umbrella for 
information such as comments, dimensions, tolerances and specifications. It is basically any 
kind of two dimensional text connected to a point or object in three dimensional space, 
assuming the use of a 3D CAD system. More important, PMI allows the designer to 
incorporate all relevant information regarding a component directly with the actual model. 
PMI removes the need for separate documents and solves up-to-date issues as well as the 
hassle that might occur each time information is passed along from one user to another. PMI 
simply lets all downstream users attain the information needed, where and when needed.  
 
Another advantage is the PMI structure through view association. Any given model view is 
basically the two dimensional projection of the three dimensional digitally represented model 
on to your screen. By associating PMI with one or more model views, the user can essentially 
reproduce any number of views in the same manner as original paper drawings are produced, 
with the benefits of a digital storage and view manipulation.  
View association also lets the designer arrange how and when the information should be 
shown, making it a very intuitive means for communication. 
 
Non-CAD applications supporting PMI are finally also starting to take hold, which in turn 
allows even non-CAD users the possibility to visualise both geometry and the attached 
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information in the same intuitive way as they would in a CAD environment. Applications as 
JT2Go and Acrobat 3D to mention a few has already come a long way here.  

2.5.2 Neutral data formats 
Neutral data formats are more specifically software independent data formats used as a means 
for data transfer, one system to another. There are a large number of neutral data formats used 
today, each usually developed for a specific kind of transfer. Two of the more commonly used 
are IGES and STEP, transferring both geometry and PMI. 

2.5.3 NX 
NX, developed by Siemens PLM Systems is a CAD/CAM/CAE product development system 
[9] intended to cover the entire product lifecycle. NX is among the more commonly used 
CAD/CAM/CAE systems with main competitor systems such as CATIA and Pro Engineer. 

2.5.3.1 KF 
Knowledge Fusion, abbreviated KF can according to the NX help documentation [10] be 
summarised as:  
 
“NX combines the power of a generative modelling approach and a Knowledge based system 
into a single product called Knowledge Fusion.  Knowledge Fusion is a language that permits 
NX to take advantage of engineering knowledge bases in conjunction with generative rules to 
deliver sophisticated applications while permitting a knowledge based extension of NX.” 
 
Knowledge Fusion is an object-oriented language that allows the designer to incorporate 
knowledge in a model or task by means of rules. These rules are the actual connection 
between knowledge and for instance, a models geometric property. For example: 
 
Knowledge: In order for a cylindrical support beam to keep from deforming under a given 
load, the diameter has to be a tenth of the length. Should the length exceed 20m then the 
diameter should be at least a fifth of the length. 
 
Rule:  
beam_diameter: if beam_length:>20 then beam_length:/5 else beam_length:/10 
 

Knowledge fusion is a declarative language, rather than a procedural one. Meaning that the 
emphasis lies in how you utilise the code rather than how you actually structure the code. The 
actual firing sequence of each row of code and for instance the variables these contain is 
determined by KF and by extension, you. Variables by the way called attributes in Knowledge 
Fusion. Calls to these attributes are instead governed by some other part of the code, a call-
back fired as a direct result of some user interaction with the GUI would be a good example 
of this. Should a variable that is referring to other variables be evaluated, the referenced 
variables and perhaps the ones these refer to in turn will be evaluated before. Take the code 
provided below as an example. 

#! NX/KF 5.0 
DefClass: startmodel (ug_base_part); 
 
(Name)    Apply_state: Edit; 
(Number Modifiable) total_production_cost: 
material_cost:+blanking_op_cost:+press_hardening_op_cost:+shot_blasting_op_cost:+splitting_op_cost:; 
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If total_production_cost: is evaluated, each of the referenced operation costs will first be 
evaluated so that the total_production_cost: can be returned as the sum of those variables 
referenced. This code aims to illustrate how the code can look like, a code found in files with 
the extension DFA. How the programming syntax looks and works for attributes, methods, 
classes etc. will however be left out in this thesis. For more information in this area please 
refer to the online documentation included with the NX software [10]. 
 

The KF language was created to allow users simple access to the underlying NX Object 
model. In extension this means that the user, through KF, only has access to those parts of the 
underlying model which has been extended. KF does therefore not have access to the entire 
NX functionality, but rather the predefined types of objects and methods associated with it. 
KF as a means in KBE tool development should therefore be thoroughly evaluated with 
regard to its possibilities and restrictions before going any further. 

2.5.3.2 NX Open 
NX Open is a collection of Application Programming Interface (API) toolkits [11] developed 
to allow application integration, i.e. data transfer between applications, whether they are user 
defined, third party or NX own. NX Open is built around the “Open by design” philosophy 
[11] providing customers, in-house developers and third party developers with an open 
architecture and by extension, access to largely all NX functionality.  The primary objective of 
these APIs is to allow users to customise NX specifically to their individual needs. Users have 
through these APIs the possibility to create their own applications, assisting in or completely 
automating procedures through custom GUIs or directly with KF objects. Furthermore, these 
APIs allow multiple programming platforms to interface with the underlying NX Object 
model, platforms as C/C++, .NET (including Visual basic and C#), Java and GRIP. Custom 
applications can after creation, be executed interactively inside NX, externally in batch mode 
or through a remote connection. 

2.5.3.3 User Interface Styler 
The User Interface Styler commonly referred to as UI Styler, is an NX module aimed at custom 
user interface generation with the common NX look and feel. The created user interface need 
to be controlled either through DFA files or by means of one of the NX Open supported 
languages. When saved, the actual GUI information is stored in a file with the extension DLG, 
at the same time as a template file is created in a NX Open supported language of your choice. 
 
The code written in the previously mentioned DFA files is however something the end user in 
most cases won’t have any interaction with what so ever. Interaction is instead done through, 
for instance the UI Styler generated GUI. The GUI is created in the UI Styler module, a 
creation procedure which basically consists of assembling a number of interface components 
in the manner you wish. These components then all have unique identifiers, or names, which 
in turn can be referenced inside DFA files. It is very generally through this kind of connection 
you are able to control the application through a simple GUI. 
 
Each GUI component also has call backs associated with them, which basically mean that any 
interaction with these will trigger some kind of action if specified in the coded. These actions 
could be to evaluate a method specified in the DFA file, to refresh every GUI component and 
their individual values or perhaps to update the entire NX model. 
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2.5.3.4 Block Styler 
The Block Styler is the next evolution of the previously covered User Interface Styler, 
introduced in NX release 6.0. The connection and thereby the control previously attained 
through DFA files is from this release however gone, favouring the more advanced NX Open 
connection. From this release forward, Block Styler is the recommended interface generator 
even though the User Interface Styler still exists to allow downward compatibility. 

2.5.3.5 Journaling 
Journaling is a powerful automation tool, allowing the user to record, edit and replay run-time 
interactions. Performed actions are after a successful recording translated into a coded 
representation in a previously specified programming language of your choice. These are 
basically the same languages as supported through NX Open, including C#, C++, VB .Net and 
Java. In addition, journaling can be utilised to further clarify how actions are related to the 
generated code and thus as a supporting tool for custom application creation. 

2.6 Created KBE tool 
For a more detailed description of the tool developed during the preceding master thesis, direct 
your attention towards Granström and Pernestams master thesis documentation [12]. Figure 3 
below, will however provide a brief visual overview. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Visual overview of the application as it looked going in to this thesis. This figure shows three of 
the six sections for beam design sections along with the startmodel itself. 
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3 Description of current situation 
This section aims to further clarify how thing are done at GHT today. First in terms of what, 
when and by whom things are done, then in term of the general informational flow and how 
this looks throughout the development process. 
 
A previously completed master thesis has resulted in a new tool and a proposed method. A 
method which in theory as well as based on initial trials considerably lower the development 
time as well as further tightens the integration between model generation and simulation for a 
single SIB. Pertaining to the second part of this thesis, work resulting in at least one research 
paper [2] has been carried out by the CAD department at LTU in cooperation with Volvo Car 
Cooperation. 

3.1 Current way of working 
Generally everything starts out with a customer and their request for a quote or job estimate. 
This is what starts things off and initially the ball lies with the designer in the R&D 
department. The request is usually accompanied with component requirements, intended 
attaching geometry as well as any other useful information the designer might need in order to 
design the component. The SIB is for example built from a general reference model in a CAD 
software, in line with the one used by the intended customer, Catia, NX and I-deas are among 
those supported by GHT. The software synchronisation is intended to ease the communication 
as well as the possibility of passing on actual construction history with the model when 
needed. From here the concept is finally analysed according to standardised crash tests using 
LS-Dyna. Every concept is analysed to ensure the component clears the requirements laid out. 
Should the component for some reason not meet the requirements, it will be redefined and 
analysed yet again. 
 
With a verified concept from simulations in hand, the model is then passed on within the 
R&D department to a person responsible for a more thorough production validation, further 
referred to as the “product engineer”. In this phase, the component is checked in regard to 
production capabilities, requirements and restrictions. Each area of interest is carefully 
reviewed and subsequently inserted in terms of validity, in a product remarks report. The 
initial designer, the product engineer responsible for the evaluation as well as representatives 
from each area of the production then performs a concept review to evaluate and discuss the 
concept from the recently created product remark document. Should the design be approved, a 
quote will be comprised of the concept specifications as well as the quotation price. Should 
there however be anything flawed or missing in the design, the task will be placed on the 
original designer to make sure this is taken care of before evaluating it once again. 

3.2 Informational flow 
How is the information in general then pass on between the different stages of development at 
GHT? First of all, the information flow is almost entirely document based, which means that 
everything except for the actual model is documented either digitally and / or in print. 
 
In general, the designer first receives several digital documents, containing everything the 
customer deems to be of importance in order to complete the required component. These 
documents are then assembled and summarised in a single document called “Customer 
requirements”, further detailed in Appendix C. This document and the contained requirements 
will from here on act as a reference during the following development, a means to verify the 
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design according to original specification set by the customer. After finalising a given 
component according to set requirements, the designer then summarises the result in a new 
document, called “Development specification”, further detailed in Appendix C. This is 
basically a short brief of the resulting component and its properties along with name and 
directory path of every document connected to the given component. Paths vary from part 
locations, customer requirement documents, simulation results, forming results and so on. The 
above mentioned documents, “Customer requirements” and “Design specification” are what 
you might call local documents, in the sense that they are only used internally at the SIB 
design department. 
 
As mentioned before, after any given design concept is produced the product engineer will 
have to verify the component in regard to the manufacturing process. Received from the 
designer is the component geometry, usually without construction history in a neutral data 
format. After a complete analysis of the passed on model, the product engineer then proceeds 
to summarise the results in a single document called “Product remarks”, further detailed in 
Appendix C. This document systematically covers the known areas of interest of the 
component, showing the status of an area followed by a visual explanation of how the design 
violates manufacturing specifications and limitations, assuming they in fact do violate these. 
The “Product remark” document is later used as a basis for the upcoming design review, 
where possible problem areas that came up during the verification are discussed among 
experts representing each division. Finally a document called “Design specification” is 
assembled, comprising of component properties, file storage locations, possible production 
layouts among others. Information pertaining to how this document can be accessed is found 
in Appendix C. This document is also created by the product engineer, but serves from this 
point forward as the generally used specification of the completed design, much of which is 
used when the customer quote is compiled and finally sent. Figure 4 provides a visual 
simplification of the flow presented above. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. A visual representation of the informational flow during the initial quotation design. 

3.3 Side impact beam production process 
The somewhat simplified production overview of the side impact beam at GHT can be 
summarised with figure 5. The major difference between the two lines depicted here is the 
raw input material, which in turn decides whether or not to apply the shot blasting operation 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Production overview, illustrating how the process in large can vary. 
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The input and starting point is the raw material coil with thickness and width based on the 
developed SIB. There are mainly two kinds of materials, uncoated boron steel and coated 
boron steels also known as Usibor. Which one to use is usually decided by the customer. The 
biggest difference between these in terms of production is the fact that uncoated boron steel 
needs a shot blasting operation in a later phase. 
 
The first actual refining procedure is however the blanking operation, where the soon to be 
formed blank is separated from the raw material. Blanks can be laid out straight or be angled, 
all to make sure that they stay within the operation boundaries. In order to increase the output, 
beams can be linked two and two or even 4 and 4 together, this will however also affect 
dimensions and by that if and how these SIB groups will fit in later operations. 
 
After the blanking operation, it’s time for the blanks to take the shape of actual beams. This is 
done in one of the press hardening lines. The press hardening technology allows beams to be 
both formed and hardened in one single operation. There are a number of hardening lines used 
for side impact beams in Sweden as well as in the United States, but those relevant for hot 
forming at GHT are lines 3, 4 and 6. The first two are basically the same both in 
specifications and performance. They are generally cheaper than line 6 but have on the other 
hand tighter restrictions in terms of blank widths and lengths. Line 3 and 4 are also in terms of 
heating time more susceptible to changes in sheet thickness than line 6. As previously 
mentioned about linking, the output is greatly dependent on how many blanks that are linked 
together. Boundary dimensions of single beams or linked beam groups both affect the output 
within in a specific hardening line and the changes in output as a result of a new hardening 
line selection due to breached line limitations. 
 
Following is the shot blasting procedure, assuming that the beam is in fact produced from 
uncoated boron steel. The shot blasting can be done both manually and automatically. The 
automatic procedure is connected directly to hardening line 3 and 4, and will be available if 
the resulting beams are within certain limits specific to the shot blasting operation. 
 
The final step is often the splitting operation, assuming that beams are in fact linked. Should 
beam groups from hardening line 3 and 4 be exceeding specifications for automatic blasting, 
they will then have to be split before they are shot blasted. Individually produced beams will 
for obvious reasons not have to be split. All splitting is done manually. 
 
These operations and how each of them are specified and further utilised constitute the 
foundation for calculations of the later sought after final production cost per SIB. 
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4 The Vision 
This section intends to further clarify the intentions and general vision of the resulting tools. 
Painted after a thorough investigation of how things are done, what tools there are available 
along with thoughts and ideas assembled together with users at GHT and researchers at the 
division of Computer Aided Design at LTU. 

4.1 Knowledge support 
As for further evolvement of the already developed tool, new additions should give the 
designer relevant information in terms of product specific knowledge, cost and design 
rationale. 
 
Information in general should be accessible throughout the entire GUI, allowing easy access 
without taking too much focus from the rest of the applications functions. All information 
relating to the design process should be incorporated with the rest of the application, ideally 
impossible to miss at the same time as it is easily hidden or less distinct when irrelevant. 
 
The tool should take the entire production process of a SIB into account, specifying each 
operation and how these vary with geometry. The production process should be automated as 
far as possible, based on gathered production knowledge and interactive user input. 
 
The GUI should not only be constructed in a manner which minimises the risk for incorrect 
usage, but also provide feedback in terms of how choices made affect the resulting beam. 
Furthermore, designers should be provided with the possibility to incorporate tips, useful 
ideas and grounds for decisions throughout the GUI, assisting later users of the same model. 
 
The general procedure when designing beams will in the linear product development sense be 
the same as before, the need to go back and redo due to bad design should however be 
eliminated. Increasing product quality, decreasing development time and by that ensuring that 
better designs are reached sooner 

4.2 Knowledge preservation 
The 3D CAD model should be the main knowledge carrier. All information storage and 
retrieval should take place within the actual model, assisted by some sort of user friendly 
interface. Information such as images that might be impossible to store within the model itself 
should still be linked to the model, making it the single source for external references. 
 
Any information stored through the supporting application GUI should be readable separately 
and the other way around, meaning that the GUI should not be required in order to retrieve 
and store information. All in all, the application should work as a supporting tool and not 
something to entirely depend on. Information stored in a specific CAD system should be 
retrievable using any other CAD system or ideally without any sort of CAD system at all. 
This single model should help insure that every instance in the development process has 
access to everything previously stored, making this a comprehensive database for knowledge 
as well as development history. 
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5 Execution 
This section will describe the approach taken, step-by-step. A simple description will initiate 
each step, theories these are based on will be stated in short followed by a more thorough 
walkthrough of how each of these were carried out. 
 
The methodologies applied to this thesis work are primarily based upon methods laid out by 
Ulrich and Eppinger and revolve around a single product development process in particular, 
the Spiral Product Development Process [3]. Given the general nature of this process model, 
deviations and simplifications have been made in order for it to be perfectly suited to the 
problems at hand. 

5.1 Planning 
Planning is the initial phase, preceding project approval and the actual product development 
process [3]. This phase aims to illuminate and further define problems, study the intended 
market and evaluate the possibilities and prospects of probable solutions. Generally 
speaking, make sure that a given project is worth investing in. This phase should in the end 
result in a mission statement. 
 
Given that this thesis in part builds directly on a previous thesis, initial work obviously 
involved attaining an overall understanding of the developed tool, how it was built and what 
information it was built around. The developers of this tool, project employees a GHT at 
thesis start-up, helped tremendously in this regard. A previously held 3-day course or more 
precisely the documentation supplied during this course gave a good insight in how 
Knowledge Fusion can be used to incorporate knowledge in the product development process. 
The NX documentation found with the system itself further provided a useful information 
platform where the brief course documentation fell short. 
 
As for the second part of this thesis, previous research conducted at the department of 
Computer Aided Design together with various papers revolving knowledge sharing provided 
a strong foundation of which to further build upon.  
 
Based on the work already done, previous research as well as needs found at GHT, the 
objectives of the thesis was very generally defined as: 
 

Develop and further extend the previously developed KBE tool in order to provide the 
designer with final production cost in the early design phase. 

  
Research and evaluate how knowledge can be retained, managed and collected in a 
general, program independent CAD model. 

 
A thorough mission statement containing overall aim, a clear and elaborate definition of what 
the project should regard as well as a project time frame was created. This document can be 
found in Appendix A. 
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5.2 Identifying user needs 
This phase is supposed to make sure that the user’s needs are all illuminated and further 
considered during the actual development process. The idea is according to Ulrich and 
Eppinger [3] to create an information channel directly between the intended user and the 
product developers. The phase itself encapsulate gathering of raw data, interpretation of this 
data in terms of customer needs, organisation and finally weighting in based on relative 
importance [3]. In order to avoid creative restrictions later on, needs should further more be 
stated in such a manner that they doesn’t imply any specific solution. 
 
The primary users in the first part of the thesis were the SIB designers from the R&D 
department at GHT, while designers of both SIBs and bumpers together with product 
engineers constituted the main users during the second part. Information was generally 
gathered through interviews, observations and group discussions. 

5.2.1 Gather raw user data 
Gathering raw user data constitutes the objective and thorough, user oriented, informational 
search, which should fully clarify the users situation, how it can be improved and what the 
users deem important. The three most commonly used method of information retrieval 
according to Ulrich and Eppinger [3] are; interviews, focus groups and observations. 
 
Given that this thesis was initiated based on additional needs found during the previous thesis, 
it would be almost criminal not to take the work already done into consideration. Useful 
information was extracted and verified during the following investigation. Two approaches 
for further information gathering where taken in order to make sure that nothing was left 
uncovered. The explicit information was gathered through interviews with designers in their 
usual working environment. In addition to interviews, observations of the general SIB 
creation were carried out to further evaluate the current method and how it might be 
improved. The observations made it possible to uncover things that the user usually might not 
have reflected on. At the same time observations gave a better understanding of how 
designers work as well as an opportunity for spontaneous questions and follow-ups should it 
be required. 
 
As for the second part of this thesis, one main method of information gathering really came to 
mind. Given the initial idea of an increased interaction and interchange of knowledge between 
the different divisions, group discussions seem like the perfect method to gather information. 
This gave not only valuable information from each division, but also the chance for them to 
discuss how they do things as well as how they each would like things to work. 

5.2.2 Interpret data in terms of user needs 
This phase aims to interpret and further express collected, raw user data in terms of needs 
written as statements [3]. The raw format of the previously collected data makes comparison 
between needs, justifications of future results and in general just handling this data hard. 
 
The raw user data, gathered from interviews, observations and general discussions were 
assembled and carefully assessed. This data was then expressed in terms of needs according 
the guidelines set out by Ulrich and Eppinger [3]. 
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5.2.3 Organise needs 
The main goal with this phase in the product development process is to organise the 
established needs in a hierarchical, well structured list. Primary needs should be established 
first, these are general often larger needs that in turn can be divided in secondary needs and 
so on, where the complexity of a given problem determines the level of needs [3]. 
 
With gathered user data assembled and interpreted in terms of user needs, it came time to 
structure them lot. In order get a better understanding of how the assembled needs depended 
on each other and perhaps even more important, how they compared in terms of relative 
importance, they where all organised hierarchical. 

5.3 Product specification 
The product specification generally aims to further define the collected needs in a clear and 
measurable way, leaving no room for interpretation [3]. The specification will be a subject of 
change throughout the product development process, but still serve as a way to order and 
verify demands along the way. The specification should not in any way point to a specific 
solution, but instead towards a measurable goal the developer aims to reach in order to 
satisfy previously stated customer needs [3]. 
 
Assessments, based on previously assembled needs, were made in order to convert all 
relevant needs in terms of measurable target specifications. In order to attain some order of 
importance and by that priority in a somewhat limited timeframe, specifications were 
classified in terms of demands and wishes. These could just as well be put in a larger scale, 
but once assessing the gathered needs, these two seemed perfectly sufficient. The finalised 
specification can be reviewed in Appendix B. 

5.4 Concept development 
What initially constituted a very formal systematic product development methodology 
according to Ulrich’s and Eppinger’s way of doing things, here starts to diverge. A highly 
iterative process containing concept generation, concept implementation and concept 
evaluation was used instead.  
 
The main method utilised in this somewhat informal phase, was what’s commonly known as 
trial-and-error. A somewhat scarce documentation of Knowledge Fusion, NX Open, UI 
Styler, Block Styler and how these really were implemented made it really hard to initially 
structure and plan concepts. A more formal and commonly used development process might 
have been the best approach, had it not been for the lack of experience in all the languages 
and platforms used. 
 
The main focus lay in how the application was supposed to help the users in their everyday 
work, that is development of a tool and method that suited them and how they work on a daily 
basis. This is where concepts of how things ideally should work were developed. There is 
however a big difference between how you want something to work and how a certain 
platform will allow it work. So with thoughts and ideas of how the user wanted it to work, the 
language and more specifically its support for these ideas then had to be explored. With the 
support required to implement these ideas present, implementation is just what followed. 
When it later on in some cases was revealed that the platform did not support proposed 
concepts, the concepts themselves had to be revaluated, slightly changed or sometimes 
completely redone. 
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Following the first complete implementation of the main functions in the tool, an evaluation 
was performed in order to verify that the documented needs where in fact satisfied. During 
evaluation there did of course arise issues in terms of a developed tool that still didn’t 
completely satisfy laid out needs or for that matter new ideas and functions that had the 
potential to further increase the functionality of the tool. These were then taken into account 
during the next iteration and more specifically, its concept generation. 
 
As for the first part of this thesis, this iterative procedure where performed continuously 
during the entire development phase, each time resulting in a refined tool along with thoughts 
and ideas of how to further improve the tool itself. The evaluations where mainly conducted 
at the R&D department for side impact beams, where designers and thus the future users of 
this tool got to try it out. Information relating to process modelling as well as how CAD 
model geometry affected the production setup and the resources this required was however 
gathered from the head of Quotations at GHT. He was naturally also involved during 
development and evaluation in order to verify the resulting model. 
 
As for the first thesis part, evaluations during the first couple of iterations revolved solely 
around demonstrations for the participants in their usual working environment. Discussions 
around how tools worked, what they took into account and how they could be further 
improved was then carried out throughout these demonstrations. These evaluations were mere 
verifications of the initial direction and the established framework. In the evaluations that 
followed, designers got to utilise the tool in order to evaluate the intuitivity and usability of 
the tool as well. This same procedure were also utilised for the second part, with a slight 
difference in iterations. This part of the thesis did only encompass one demonstration and one 
user controlled session, both of which ended in group discussions. 

5.5 Implementation 
The implementation serves a section dedicated to explaining certain aspects of the work that 
might need more in-depth clarification. To, unlike the execution section, show more in detail 
how some parts of the tool was implemented rather the general methodology. 

5.5.1 KBE tool 
In-depth clarifications regarding implementations pertaining to the KBE tool. 

5.5.1.1 Crosssection measurements in the KBE tool 
The most accurate way of measuring the length and width extremes of a formed side impact 
beam and how it would look before the actual press hardening operation, would without a 
doubt have been through some kind of forming analysis. Results would be more reliable but 
this would most certainly also have lead to an increase in time required to perform these 
calculations. It all comes down to achieving a result that is close enough while maintaining a 
fast evaluation time. 
 
The basic principle here is that the width of a deformed model, before deformation, would be 
the cross-sectional spline length multiplied with a user defined deformation factor. A general 
factor, primarily compiled from experience that will take deformations during the press 
hardening operation into consideration. Worth mentioning is that this method for calculating 
dimensions of not yet formed beams does require that the beam is properly aligned in space 
with the beam length along the x-axis and the width along the y-axis as figure 6 shows. 
Visible in this figure is also the created datum planes used to intersect the beam in each 
direction. 
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Figure 6. A visual representation of the required alignment along with intersection planes in length and 
width directions respectively. The orange lines following the face of the beam in directions matching the 
intersection planes are those used to calculate the length and width. 
 
The width measurement is the simpler of the two. A KF child called ug_datum_plane is 
created in the background, expanding the y- and z-axis, intersecting the origin and found as 
the width_Intersection_datum in the excerpt below. 
 
(Child) width_Intersection_datum: { 
 class, ug_datum_plane; 
 direction, vector(1,0,0); 
 Suppress?, true; 
}; 
 
All active faces in the model are then intersected with this plane, creating intersection curves 
wherever an intersection occurs. All created spline curves, constituting the total cross-section 
are stored in an object named width_intersection. This intersection is the smaller, orange 
cross-section found in figure 6. 
 
(Child) width_intersection: { 
 class, if length(active_faces:)!=0 then ug_curve_intersection else NullDesign; 
 Set1_References, {width_intersection_datum:}; 
 Set2_References, active_faces:; 
}; 
 
The order of these splines is however fairly random, as is the starting point and ending point 
of each spline object. Calculation of the final spine length is as a result of this based on 
certain assumptions in order to maintain a fast and manageable procedure. 
 

1. Usual production limitations say that a vertical line through any point of a cross 
section will only intersect the beam once. Illustrated in figure 7. 
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2. Holes or slots are generally created on relatively flat surfaces during the blanking 
procedure since deformation deformations at or around edges can result in unwanted 
behaviours. This would yield cross sectional spines over such holes almost linear. The 
linearisation, illustrated in figure 7, is however usually not done over radius as 
exaggerated as this. The image simply serves to convey the principle. 

3. The SIB blank is generally widest at the center. 
 

    
 
Figure 7. Assumption 1. The left intersection is the one usually found, beams yielding intersections shown 

as NOK above is not available in the basic press hardening operation (left). Assumption 2. With cross 
sectional linearisations of gaps means that radiuses over holes and slots as a result of curved beams are 

simplified before calculation (right). 
 
The method returning the estimated, not yet formed width, using the above mentioned 
assumptions look like this: 
 
(Method Number) getBlankWidth:() @{ 
 If length(active_bodies:)!=0 then 
  @{ 
 
  #  Collection and sorting of all curve points in terms of the Z axis 
   $ZvalueList << loop { 
    for $i in startmodel:width_intersection:children:; 
    Append {LocalZ(ref($i,"Start_point:")),LocalZ(ref($i,"End_point:"))}; 
   }; 
   $sortedZValueList << sort(flatten($ZvalueList),ascending); 
 
  #  Collection of all curve points    
   $XYZvalueList << flatten(loop { 
    for $i in width_intersection:children:; 
    Append {ref($i,"Start_point:"),ref($i,"End_point:")}; 
   }); 
 
  #  Sorting curve points in regard to Z values, according to the sorted Z value list 
   $sortedXYZValueList << loop { 
    for $i in $sortedZValueList; 
    for $tmpList is loop { 
     for $j in $XYZvalueList; 
     if $i=LocalZ($j) Append {$j}; 
    }; 
    if length($tmpList)!=0 Append {first($tmpList)}; 
   }; 
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  #  Checks for gaps between spline curves, calculates the linear gap distance and sums these.
   $gapLength << loop { 
    for $i from 2 to length($sortedZValueList)-1 by 2; 
    for $k is sqrt((LocalZ(nth($i+1,$sortedXYZValueList))- 

 LocalZ(nth($i,$sortedXYZValueList)))^2 + 
(LocalY(nth($i+1,$sortedXYZValueList))-
LocalY(nth($i,$sortedXYZValueList)))^2); 

    sum $k; 
   }; 
 
  #  Sums total spline length 
   $splineLength << loop { 
    for $i in startmodel:width_intersection:children:; 
    sum ref($i,"Total_Arc_Length:"); 
   }; 
 
  #  Calculated length 
   $gapLength+$splineLength; 
  } 
 else 0; 
}; 
 
What this code does can basically be divided in the following steps. 

1 It all starts with the insertion of start and end points for each spline in single lists, 
regardless of their individual location in space. First as a one containing just Z 
coordinates then as one containing points with corresponding X-,Y- and Z-coordinates. 

2 These are then sorted in an ascending fashion. The list containing Z coordinates is sorted 
and used for reference when sorting the point list. 

3 If there were no gaps in a cross section, the last point for any spline should coincide 
with the first point in the next spline. Assuming this, if every other point in the sorted 
list does not coincide with the next point, you have yourself a gap. The total length of 
all gaps is generated as the sum of every other point subtracted from the next one in the 
point list. Each gap distance is retrieved as the linear distance between two following 
points in the YZ-plane. 

4 The actual spline length generated by the intersection operation will simply be the sum 
of all included spline curves. 

5 The final cross section is returned as the sum of both the total gap lengths and spline 
lengths. 

 
The length calculation works in the same manner with some exceptions. First of all, the cross 
sectional plane intersecting the origin is the XY-plane. The code takes into account the fact 
that the longest part of a side impact beam might not be the place where the actual cross 
sectional measurement carried out. In order to complement this estimation further, another 
assumption is made. Since the width is relatively small, all deformations resulting in 
displacements in the length direction at each of these edges will approximately be the same 
over these edges individually. 
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With this assumption, one can use the modelled beams bounding box to compensate for the 
fact that edges can extend beyond the estimated cross section, illustrated in figure 8. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. The basics behind edge interpolation 
 
The additions to the length estimation will obviously lie in this exact compensation. The code 
is aside from the details regarding direction and new objects the same until the variable called 
$edgeCompensation is reached, found in the code excerpt below. This is the point where the 
extreme values of the cross section is compared to the extremes of a bounding box generated 
for the deformed model. Worth mentioning is also the fact that this compensation is done 
along the x-axis, so a slightly arced or angular beam might not result in an exact 
compensation. But as mentioned, this is intended to be a fast estimation. 
 
(Method Number) getBlankLength:() @{ 
 If length(active_bodies:)!=0 then 
  @{ 
 
  #  Collection and sorting of all curve points in terms of the X axis 
   $XvalueList << loop { 
    for $i in length_intersection:children:; 
    Append {LocalX(ref($i,"Start_point:")),LocalX(ref($i,"End_point:"))}; 
   }; 
   $sortedXValueList << sort(flatten($XvalueList),ascending); 
 
  #  Collection of all curve points 
   $XYZvalueList << flatten(loop { 
    for $i in length_intersection:children:; 
    Append {ref($i,"Start_point:"),ref($i,"End_point:")}; 
   }); 
   
  #  Sorting points in regard to X values, according to the sorted X value list 
   $sortedXYZValueList << loop { 
    for $i in $sortedXValueList; 
    for $tmpList is loop { 
     for $j in $XYZvalueList; 
     if $i=LocalX($j) Append {$j}; 
    }; 
    if length($tmpList)!=0 Append {first($tmpList)}; 
   }; 
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  #  Checks for gaps between spline curves, calculates the linear gap distance and sums these. 
   $gapLength << loop { 
    for $i from 2 to length($sortedXYZValueList)-1 by 2; 

    for $k is sqrt((LocalX(nth($i+1,$sortedXYZValueList))-
LocalX(nth($i,$sortedXYZValueList)))^2 + 
(LocalY(nth($i+1,$sortedXYZValueList)) -
LocalY(nth($i,$sortedXYZValueList)))^2); 

    sum $k; 
   }; 
 
  # Sums total spline length 
   $splineLength << loop { 
    for $i in startmodel:length_intersection:children:; 
    sum ref($i,"Total_Arc_Length:"); 
   }; 
 
  # Edge compensation 

$edgeCompensation << first($sortedXValueList)-first(first(single_bounding_box:)) + 
first(last(single_bounding_box:)) - last($sortedXValueList); 

   
  # Calculated length 
   $gapLength+$splineLength+$edgeCompensation; 
  } 
 
 else 0; 
}; 

5.5.1.2 KBE tool  Automatic blanking setup 
The blanking operation is the first operation for all side impact beams and the place where 
each beam is separated from the raw material coil. Beams can be punched individually or in 
linked groups. The blanking machine also has certain limitations, these regard allowed beam 
dimensions, required spaces between individual blanks as well as for distances between blank 
edges and those of the blanking machine. Figure 9 below illustrate how a simple blanking 
setup could look like. 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Simple overview of the blanking process layout. Blank edge space and coil edge space is visualise 
for both straight and angled layouts (left, right). If the beam length is less than the maximum coil width 

the layout will be straight (left), otherwise the layout will be angled (right). 
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Automating this procedure basically consist of increasing the required coil width until the 
beam have enough space or to the point it breaches allowed dimensions for the operation. 
From here it revolves around finding the minimal angular offset needed in order to have the 
chosen beam configuration fit this operation, assuming the beam is in fact breaching allowed 
dimensions. 
 
As for the previously mentioned cross sectional measurements, this is all about providing a 
good enough estimation while keeping the calculation time at a minimum. Reaching an exact 
layout in this operation would require a more complex forming analysis, something that 
wasn’t achievable under the circumstances. What however could be calculated from the 
previously attained beam length and width was the total bounding box. The final lengths and 
width used to calculate how the beam would fit could be attained by including the required 
distance to the next blank and the distances to each edge to the length and width respective. 
 
Should the generated bounding box be equal or less than the maximum coil width allowed, 
each beam would be laid out straight as in figure 9. If they however exceeded this maximum, 
a minimum angle would have to be calculated in order for the beam to fit the operation. The 
code for this functionality is as follows. 
  
(Method Number) getAngle:() @{ 

arctan(blank_op_width:/blank_op_length:) +  
arccos(coil_width:/(sqrt(blank_op_width:^2 + blank_op_length:^2))); 

}; 
 
The trigonometric foundation for the calculations behind this code is depicted in figure 10. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Trigonometric foundation for the function in the code 
 
Finally there has been added a means for the user to manually insert used coil width and feed 
length, the parameters calculated and used during this operation. If the user comes to the 
conclusion that the beam is designed in a way, not beneficially supported by the estimations 
used in the code, they could do a separate forming analysis and with the values found, receive 
more accurate process results. 
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5.6 System integration 
This final phase of the development process basically contain the integration or instalment 
into the environment the tool aim to be used in. 
 
A fully functional tool was installed at GHT. The behaviour matched the one found on the 
development machine and all tests point to the fact that it works just as intended. The tool is 
integrated but will however not be fully tested for yet a couple of months, from the time this 
thesis was finalised. This could very well result in bugs previously undetected, something 
which in basically all system development is inevitable to a certain extent. Plenty of 
troubleshooting, a well documented code, a thorough walkthrough of all sections included in 
this thesis as well as a somewhat easily manageable tool should hopefully be enough to 
ensure a nice integration into the regular working procedures when this time comes. 
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6 Results 
This section will describe the final result, starting in general terms in order to subsequently 
going into more detail on a part for part approach. Here everything will hopefully come 
together in what can only be described as the ultimate solution for previously defined 
problems and assembled user needs. This is what this project finally came down to. 

6.1 KBE extension 
This section serve to, in more detail, describe the resulting application created during the first 
part of this thesis. 

6.1.1 General description 
The resulting tools will at first glance basically be confined to two new tabs in the previously 
created GUI. The new tools and functions are seamlessly integrated in a way that those 
previously familiar with the tool will have no trouble working with this extension, as the 
overview in figure 11 suggests. 
 

     
 

Figure 11. (left) A General picture of the extended tool. (right) Highlights indicate areas which have been 
added during this thesis. 
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The newly added features for evaluation, feedback and knowledge management are except for 
the common DFA file and a shared GUI, in almost every way completely separated from the 
previously created set of the tool. This means that it does not rely on any specific variable or 
previously created geometry from the start model in order to work. The sheet model however 
makes it impossible to fetch thickness as well as any volume related measurements from the 
actual model, making thickness the only variable still depending on the previously defined 
tool. The reason for this “stand-alone” nature was first and foremost that the existing tool at 
project start-up was still to some extent under development. In addition, this modular 
approach should help in regard to future management and further development. 
 
The entire production process relevant to hot formed SIBs are encompassed in this extension, 
all which can be found and specified further under the production tab. This tab is further made 
up from a number of expandable groups. These are sheet properties, material, linking, 
blanking operation, press hardening operation, shot blasting operation, splitting operation and 
finally a yet to be implemented template for tool costs. Each operation contains relevant 
product- as well as process specific knowledge to go with the primary feedback, namely cost. 
There is also the possibility to customise almost every operation in line with the situation at 
hand. Based on these user customisations as well as both process restrictions and the current 
CAD model, the GUI actually changes dynamically and somewhat “intelligently” in order to 
help the designers during their work.  
 
The model which basically serves as the starting point for every operation is geometrically 
analysed in itself, not based on any user input aside from the previously mentioned thickness.  
Analyses are performed either through predefined Knowledge Fusion functions connected to 
the models individual components or by means of actual geometry created behind the scenes 
as with lengths and widths as previously discussed under implementation. 
 
The main objective, to supply the designer with an estimation of the final beam production 
cost, will be available throughout the entire GUI. The cost can, independent of the currently 
active tab, be obtained at the base of the GUI, either as a total sum or divided over each 
process. As a special feature, there is also a currency option, allowing the designer to display 
every cost in the currency the customer is interested in. The section associated with cost 
feedback is depicted in figure 12. 

 
 

Figure 12. Section for cost feedback. 
 

In order to convey design rationale, commonly known as design intent, along with whatever 
thoughts, ideas and comments the designer feels they want to encompass with the model, 
there has been added a storage and retrieval feature throughout the entire GUI. This feature is 
basically just a button, recognised by the yellow note on top of it. Clicking on this button will 
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bring out a new dialog largely consisting of a text input field. Text entered here can later be 
retrieved either by this exact procedure or as a tool-tip presented when hovering over the 
button itself.  
 
In order to manage a tool like this, containing loads of production specific parameters, costs 
divided on each and every operation as well as an ever changing currency, all parameters has 
been put in a server located excel document. The tool contains a means to simply update the 
current model from this document at any time. In other word this database allows people with 
process knowledge a means to modify specifications without having to access the application 
code. As a support for the end user, there is also feedback in regard to whether or not the 
current model is up-to-date with the server document. This general functionality does not only 
rid the need for knowledge in a specific CAD system but also the need for the actual CAD 
system itself when it comes to general parameter management. 
  
A GUI and tool that previously ended with a customised but still general model, later to be 
manually modelled to the specific circumstances surrounding that particular beam, can now 
be utilised in conjunction with manual modifications of the generic startmodel. The model 
generation still does not stretch further than a general solution, but the availability to acquire 
cost estimations will through an “add feature” function be adaptable to almost any kind of 
manual customisation. Even models not created with this tool can be evaluated as long as they 
are properly oriented, making this a somewhat powerful benchmarking tool as well. 

6.1.2 Production 
Found under the second tab from the right in the GUI, is the complete process overview, 
including necessary feedback and input of each stage of the production. 

6.1.2.1 Sheet properties 
The sheet properties section, visually represented in figure 13, is basically a section providing 
general beam information. The sheet width and sheet length found at the top corresponds to 
the length and width maxima of the blank before it is press hardened into the modelled beam, 
these are also the ones used when determining how both the blanking operation and the press 
hardening operation will be set up. These calculations and the foundation these build on is 
detailed further under the previously covered implementation. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Sheet properties tab 
 

The sheet area is an actual calculation of each surface of the CAD model. This will together 
with sheet thickness and material density result in the final beam weight, found at the bottom 
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of this section. The only customisable part in this section is that of the press hardening 
deformation factor, found as “Scale factor” in the GUI. This is a simple factor used to attain a 
better estimation of the blank dimensions before press hardening, much less time consuming 
in calculations than a deformation analysis would be. 

6.1.2.2 Material 
The material section found in figure 14 basically contains available choices and relevant 
feedback in regard to material. 
 

 
Figure 14. A basic view of the material section inside the production tab. 

 
The first thing you’ll come across in this tab is the sheet material drop-down box. This will, 
given that you have updated the process model successfully, contain all available materials as 
shown in figure 15. Choosing one will update the entire GUI, including calculations and 
parameters depending on this choice. Density and material price, which both are directly 
linked to current material selection also update with material changes. Up next there is the 
used coil with feedback, something that really has nothing to do with material choices, at this 
time at least. This will however tell you the smallest coil width needed to fit the currently 
modelled beam. Finally there is the material cost. This is a calculated based on density, used 
material sheet area per produced beam, user input thickness and material cost per kilo. 
 

 
Figure 15. This is a composed image. On the left there is the dropdown menu for material selection, 

showing all available materials. On the right there is the information buttons resulting tool tip. 
 

Found in this section is also a small information button, recognised by the speech bubble 
containing a question mark. This has a hardcoded text connected to it, shown when hovering 
over the button as depicted in figure 15. This aims to show how one could insert information 
throughout the application in order to further help during SIB design. A simple yet helpful 
tool which easily can be inserted anywhere in the GUI if needed. 
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6.1.2.3 Linking 
This section shown in figure 16 will basically allow the user to link multiple beams together. 
A theoretical approach, revising final costs through modifications of previously calculated 
lengths and widths. It serves as a means to evaluate whether or not is in economically 
profitable to use linked beams or not, without any modifications what so ever to the model 
itself. 

 
 

Figure 16. The default view of the linking section, all options shaded (Left). Drop down menu containing 
all link types and all options available for the currently selected type (Right). 

 
The default value in terms of linking is 1-out, resulting in beams produced individually and an 
almost completely greyed out dialog as figure 18 illustrates. The user may however change 
this at any time, using the first drop-down menu found next to type of link. This contains four 
hardcoded options, each of which represent a possible linked beam layout. These are a single 
beam, two in line, two in width or four in total, two in line and two in width, all depicted in 
figure 16. When this option is changed more options and feedback relevant to this exact 
layout will be made available. Both in terms of in-width and in-line there is a hard coded 
value for the bridge or space required between two beams linked to each other. If users wish 
to change this value, they could insert the appropriate offset in the corresponding offset input 
field. 
 
When connecting beams in the width direction two additional variables are made available, 
edge width bridge and internal bridges. The latter allow the user to change whether or not to 
use internal bridges, and if so how many. The basics behind internal bridges are further 
illustrated in figure 17. The default value for the bridge and thus the increase in length is at 
this point hard coded and not manually changeable. 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Internal bridge (left). External link (right). 
 

Feedback in regard to linked beam groups and their total length and width limitations are 
finally found at the bottom of this section. These are hence forth the dimensions used until the 
point where groups are finally split. 
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6.1.2.4 Blanking 
The following section, illustrated in figure 18, basically covers the entire blanking operation. 
Despite the amount of information found in this section, there are not that many means for 
user interaction. As mentioned before under implementation, this entire blanking setup is by 
default carried out automatically. 
 

    
 

Figure 18. The blanking section in its whole (left). The manual input checkbox checked and by that the 
manual inputs for feed length and coil width present (right). 

 
Feed length and required coil width make up the first information encountered. These 
parameters are calculated based on certain assumptions as previously covered, generating 
estimations rather than exact numbers. Should one however decide to find the exact 
measurements, for instance through some kind of forming analysis, these can be used as well. 
Checking the option denoted manual input based on analysis will allow feed length and coil 
width to be inserted manually. Checking this option will at the same time invalidate 
information further down, since the calculations these used to rely on now are overridden. 
 
Further down there is feedback in regard to angular offset and material falloff to be found. 
Angular falloff basically shows the minimum beam angle used in order to have the beam fit 
this operation, while material falloff refers to the scrapped material per beam in percentage. 
Assuming that manual input check box is unchecked, there is an option allowing the user to 
nest beams into each other. This basically allows the used bounding boxes for every beam to 
overlap in the amount specified. Figure 19 shows the principle of nesting in terms of SIBs. 
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Figure 19. Principles behind nesting 
 
Next there is the blank edge bridge and coil edge bridge. Blank edge bridge shows the 
minimum distance allowed between blanks while coil edge bridge refer to the minimum 
distance between any blank and the edge of the material coil. 
 
At the bottom of this section you will find the results of this operation, where calculated 
output together with cost per hour constitutes the final operation cost per beam. Output 
specifications and how different feed lengths affect the final output are updated from a server 
located database, but read from local list stored as KF attributes. This output is naturally 
multiplied with the amount of linked beams before it is used and displayed. 
The cost is stored as a KF attribute but can like the output be updated from a server located 
database. Needless to say, operation cost per beam is simply the product of current output and 
the hourly rate. Note that the blanking output is unlike the rest in this application shown as 
details per minute, not hour. 
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6.1.2.5 Press hardening 
This section of the application, depicted in figure 20, cover the press hardening operation.  
 

 
 

Figure 20. A basic look at the section for the press hardening operation.  
 
The press hardening section contains a lot of information, user interaction here is however 
held to a minimum. This is the general idea throughout the entire application in the sense that 
the availability to change the process should be a support not a requirement when designing. 
The application will allow input to some extend but mostly provide insight into the process 
and how certain results are governed by process specifications and user input. 
 
By default you will find the recommended hardening line based on the current model and 
inputs made. Looking ahead a bit you will find lane specifications for the current hardening 
line. These are the limitations for the current hardening line, which further more is the basis 
for hardening line selection. All the available hardening lines are read in from the server 
located database along with every specification and parameter governing the one and same. 
Each hardening line in the list is then at runtime check in terms of linked length and width 
against the current CAD model. The sequence in which these checks are preformed is based 
on the order of which each hardening line is found in the excel document constitution the 
database and by that the order of the list stored in the local process model. The selected 
hardening line is basically the first one found where the estimated length and width of the 
model lay within the allowed boundaries of that specific line. 
 
Something generally greyed out in the GUI is the maximum blank width, stating the maximum 
blank width allowed when using multiple lanes per beam. More than one beam per lane is rare 
but should this however be the only way to fit a linked beam group to this operation, the 
parameter Lanes per beam will show how many lanes that are required. 
 
The only real way for the user to interact with this section is through the manual input options 
and the resulting lists made available, hardening line and lanes per beam both depicted in 
figure 21. This is a means for the user to override the choice of hardening line, whether it’d be 
for comparison between different lines or it’d be based on knowledge of the production 
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unavailable to the application. Checking this option will also allow the user to manually 
change the number of lanes to be used per beam. Selecting a hardening line whose limitations 
are exceeded by the current models dimensions will result in a warning next to the exceeded 
limitation. To further ensure that the user is aware of this fact, a red exclamation mark will 
appear next to the total beam cost. The press hardening section with this option checked as 
well as warnings shown is further illustrated by figure 21. 
 

 
 
Figure 21. The manual override check-box checked, hardening lines available for custom selection and the 

hardening lines specifications exceeded. A red check is visible next to one of the limits along with an 
exclamation mark down at the final cost. The lanes per beam drop-down box is however greyed out. 

 
The final feedback in terms of operation result is basically the same as for the previously 
covered blanking operation. The output calculations are however a lot more complex. All 
equations governing the production output as well as all hardening line specifics are stored as 
KF attributes. Hardening line specifics can however be updated from the server located 
database. As far as the hourly rate and the final operation cost, these are implemented in the 
exact same way as those for the blanking operation. 
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6.1.2.6 Shot blasting 
This section is a lot simpler than the previously once covered. A visual representation of the 
shot blasting section can be found in figure 22 below. Aside from the common operation 
result there is a simple feedback in terms of how the operation will be carried out. What set 
this operation aside from the previously described is the fact that the use of this is completely 
based on material selection. Uncoated boron steel will for example require this operation 
while coated Usibor steel will not. The availability of this section and the inclusion of this 
operation in the total beam production cost are instantly updated with material selection.  
 

 
Figure 22. Image of shot blasting section. 

 
There are basically two ways in which the shot blasting of a SIB can be done, it is either 
blasted automatically or manually. Presently, hardening line 3 and 4 are directly connected to 
a conveyer system. A system which in an automatic fashion brings side impact beams directly 
from the hardening line to the blasting operation. There is however a maximum dimensions 
which cannot be exceeded in order for this automatic procedure to be possible. Beams for 
example wider than this or produced in other hardening lines will have to be manually 
inserted into the shot blasting operation, while linked groups might have to be split and then 
manually inserted. The dimensions relevant here are of course those following the press 
hardening, not those previously used for the unformed blank. 
 
If the operation is automatic, the output will be the same as for the press hardening operation. 
A manual setup will be based on the number of beams that are linked, that is linked beams 
require more time in terms of splitting than those that are not. Predefined outputs and how 
different link setups affect the final output are stored as a KF attribute, but can be updated 
from the server located database. Worth mentioning is that these values are purely estimations 
provided in order fully model the process. The hourly rate and final operation cost per 
produced unit are calculated and managed in the exact same fashion as with the previously 
mentioned operations. 
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6.1.2.7 Splitting 
The splitting section has just like the shot blasting section no means for interaction. It is a 
section solely for feedback. The entire section and the utilisation of this operation are directly 
controlled by whether or not beams are linked. Figure 23 shows how the splitting section 
becomes greyed out when linked beams aren’t used. 
 

 
 
Figure 23. Image of splitting section greyed out as a direct result of the choice not to link beams together. 

 
Aside from the output this section and the included parts work in the same exact manner as 
with the previous sections. The splitting output has for simplification been defined as that of 
the press hardening output, something that should be further defined. Figure 24 shows the 
splitting section in its basic form. 

 

 
 

Figure 24. Image of splitting section. 
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6.1.3 Tools 
In order to manage the process and for that matter the application in general, additional tools 
needed to be added somewhere, the separate tool tab was the solution for this. This tab has 
thus far been filled with reset tools, different excel integrations, custom geometry insertion 
and annotation customisation. An overview of the tool tab is depicted in figure 25. 
 

 
 

Figure 25. Image of tool tab. 

6.1.3.1 Reset 
This section, the first under the tool tab, basically allows the user to return to the default status 
of the application. There are three buttons currently implemented, one for resetting process 
related user input, one for resetting or clearing design rationale and one used for a complete 
reset. Note that aside from the design rationale inputs throughout the entire application, this 
section only regards the production process, these will not affect any inputs made in terms of 
beam design. 
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6.1.3.2 Server located database 
Almost everything in any production process is subject to changes, whether it’s done once 
every tenth year, twice a year or on a daily basis. Everything from production specific 
knowledge to material price in this tool is subject to the same changes, the problem is that the 
people assigned to using and maintaining the application and the underlying code might not 
be the same ones that generally handle this kind of information. The solution for this problem 
was a server located database, a simple excel file where neither CAD knowledge nor an actual 
CAD system is required for maintenance. Turn to figure 26 below for a more visual 
impression of how this database can look like. 
 

 
 

Figure 26. Image showing the server located excel database file, here highlighting the cost database. 
 
Every sheet inside the database has the same information included in its header, version 
number can however vary between sheets if desired. Found in the top left cell, cell A1, is the 
validation string hardtech_valid_database_file used to recognise a valid sheet. Up next is the 
version number, utilised to check if the used model is up-to-date in accordance with the server 
file, found in cell B2. Finally there is the name specific to that database sheet, found in cell 
A3. This name is also how the application finds the correct sheet to update from at runtime. 
Aside from the fact that information which generally is supposed to be read can be found 
from cell B6 and on, each database sheet is individually designed to fit the information they 
contain. 
 
Looking at the spreadsheet section in the application GUI depicted in figure 25, the first thing 
you’ll come across is the database management area. The first thing to cover is however how 
to access and load the server located database file found at the lower most part of this section. 
If there already is a database file loaded, the path and filename will be shown next to server 
address, otherwise the directory button next to this text will allow you to find the appropriate 
database file. The directory button, recognised by the yellow folder, will display a regular file 
selection dialog commonly found in NX. After selection and confirmation in the selection 
dialog, the application checks the chosen database file and its first sheet for the previously 
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mentioned validation string. A simple validation that easily could be extended in order to 
completely verify database files, should the need arise. 
 
As briefly mentioned, the first thing you’ll come across is the database management area. 
This area contains a list of sheets available at this point, a refresh button, a delete sheet button, 
two update buttons and individual sheet feedback in regard to local as well as server versions. 
The list will include internal user defined excel sheets (local), internally stored concepts 
(concept) as well as available server sheets (server), assuming a proper database file has been 
loaded. This list is depicted in figure 27 below. Internal sheets refer to the excel support found 
in NX and the possibility to store excel documents with parts, documents that later can be 
open through an excel extension inside NX. 
 

 
 

Figure 27. Structure of the spreadsheet list found under the tool tab. 
 
Next to this list is the refresh button which will refresh the versions next to it, assuming that 
they aren’t in fact already showing. Current version refers to the version locally stored with 
model, while server version refers the currently available version of the selected server sheet. 
This is just a means to stay up-to-date on an individual server sheet basis. The delete button 
below the list, recognised by the letter X, will simply delete the currently selected, internally 
stored sheet. 
 
The main function in this section is however too actually update the current process model 
stored with KF objects, here is where the update buttons comes into play. The one named 
update will only update the current model from the currently selected server sheet in the 
spreadsheet list above. The one named Update all will however update the internal process 
model using all available server sheets. When to use which should be determined from the 
version feedback, there is really no point in updating everything if only a single sheet has 
been revised in the database. Worth mentioning is also that database updates are hard coded 
for the time being. This means that even thou values can be changed, parameter names and 
positions in these sheets should not be, not without further extending the code to support this. 
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There are no algorithms supporting intelligent searches in these server sheets, making 
additions in regard to variables directly in these sheets pointless at this time. Each and every 
cell read is first evaluated carefully to prevent errors, that part is covered, which cells to check 
for values in will still however have to be added inside the actual code. 
 
Directly following this management area is the section for concept comparison, a function 
which basically allows the user to store the current concept including process setup and 
operation costs into internal excel sheets. This function allows the user to save multiple 
configurations for later comparison. The use is a simple as supplying a concept name 
followed by pressing save as sheet. A concept example is depicted in figure 28. 
 

 
 

Figure 28. Excel structure of a stored concept. 
 
The final section is one which in a sense has lost its purpose, at least for the time being. 
Server sheets were in earlier versions of the tool stored internally as spreadsheets instead of as 
KF objects. This allowed for calculation directly in the sheets where the actual information 
was stored, something which eventually resulted in more problems than benefits and the 
reason for its currently inactive state. The main reason for dropping the internally stored 
database sheets was however that of security. It turned out that storing this kind of sensitive, 
easily accessible, company knowledge together with the actual part could pose a threat in 
regard to CAD model communication with for instance customers. The foundation is however 
still present in the code, it’s just not utilised anymore. Still remaining from this functionality 
is the Clear all and Regenerate buttons. Clear all simply deletes all internally stored 
spreadsheets connected to the part, a function still available. Regenerate was however used to 
regenerate potentially corrupt internal sheet from their respective server counterparts, a button 
still functional but currently made inactive. 
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6.1.3.3 Adding geometry 
As previously mentioned, the application supplies the user with the means to add custom 
geometry or features created on top of the generated startmodel, to the process calculation. 
This section, shown in Figure 29, is developed for just that. 
 

     
 
Figure 29. Add feature section under the tool tab (left). Selection dialog displayed after the selection dialog 

button is pressed (right). 
 
This section consists of three primary points of interest. First is the feedback in terms of how 
many currently added features there are. Up next is one button for adding custom features and 
one for the complete clearing of previously added features. The last one named clear will 
doubtfully require any further explanation. The button named selection dialog is however a 
little more complex. A press of this button brings out the selection dialog commonly found in 
NX, predefined in terms of filters to only accept features. Regretfully the mask used for this 
filtering also includes curve features, sketches and datums, making selection a little less 
intuitive. Selection of the wrong kind of object is not handle as of yet, resulting in an incorrect 
behaviour, possibly even application termination. A manual filter selection to features will 
however fix this issue. 
 
When all features are selected and accepted in this dialog, a check of sort is fired. This check 
makes sure that features aren’t added multiple times, should one for instance add a feature 
from the original startmodel. Once checked, these are then converted into KF objects and 
added to a list referenced during calculations. These are of course also added to the total 
number of added features. Features can be removed either through deselection inside the 
selection dialog, assuming that every surface isn’t deselected, or through the clear function. 
 
As previously mention in the general overview, this section could very well be used on 
models created outside of this application, whether it’d be in-house designs created in a 
different application or competitor designs. As long as the beam is aligned correctly, this 
addition could encompass a single feature or an entire SIB. The correct alignment should for 
clarification be, beam length along the X-axis and beam width in the Z-axis. 
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6.1.4 Information storage and retrieval 
The distinguished design rationale button distributed across the application was inserted for a 
single purpose, to supply the users with the possibility to incorporate comments, information 
or reasons behind design choices. The button is recognised by the big yellow note on top of it 
also shown in Figure 30. 
 

 
 

Figure 30. Illustrating the design rationale button found throughout the GUI, the tool-tip conveyed while 
hovering over the button itself and the dialog for text input displayed when the button is pressed. 

 
Close to each section within each tab part of this application has its own design rationale 
button. The primary purpose for this button is to allow information storage and retrieval. 
Pressing this button will display a new dialog as figure 30 illustrates. This dialog shows the 
previously entered text, fully editable for every user. This text can following, dialog 
confirmation, be retrieved as a tool-tip simply by hovering with the mouse cursor over the 
button itself. 
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6.2 Knowledge sharing demonstrator 
This section serve to, in more detail, describe the resulting demonstrator created during the 
second part of this thesis. 

6.2.1 General description 
The general idea with this demonstrator was to show that the development process and all 
digital documentation utilised at GHT to date, could in fact be incorporated with the actual 
CAD model. This should not only show that the same functionality was attainable but further 
increase the possibilities through this incorporation. 
 
Developed during the second part of this thesis was an application, built on an already defined 
method. A method suggesting that all product specific knowledge could and for that matter 
should be tightly linked to the model it refers to. The objective was to illuminate the 
possibilities with this way of working by incorporation a select few documents commonly 
used during the early stages of SIB design at GHT. 
 
This thesis has been carried out in parallel with current research at the department of 
Computer Aided Design at LTU, making the contributions of this thesis primarily those 
regarding general information and the supporting application. Figure 31 provide a general 
overview of the created demonstrator. 
 

 
Figure 31. Demonstrator developed for knowledge sharing. General information stored as separate PMI 
(top left). Application created for general information insertion (top right). Model and geometry specific 

information connected to it (bottom). 
 
This demonstrator, as it looks like at the end of this thesis revolves around certain simple 
principles: 
 
 All information is stored as PMI 
 Information is structured in model views in order to provide a less cluttered work 

environment. 
 Information referring directly to some part of the model geometry is also linked to the 

actual geometry. This information is manually inserted. 
 General information in regard to projects, versions, customers etc is placed separately in a 

structured manner. A supporting application will ease incorporation and retrieval of 
documented knowledge during the product development. 
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Four documents were as previously mentioned incorporated with the model, Customer 
requirements, Development specifications, Product remarks and Design specification. Each 
document was divided over two model views, one consisting of automatically generated 
general information and the other manually inserted geometry related information. More 
information regarding these documents can be found in Appendix C. 
 
Model specific information can easily be inserted manually as PMI, located closely with the 
model and visually connected to specific geometry. Switching between model views makes it 
easy to find the information you want, structured in the same way you would usually find it in 
a two dimensional drawing. All this while still having the option to manipulate and orient the 
model in 3D space. 
 
All general knowledge is as mentioned by default inserted through a developed application, 
this application includes basic project information as well as separate sections for each of the 
four documents. All information entered here will upon dialog confirmation be structured in 
separate model views located some distance from the model itself. Each model view will be 
structured in line with information provided in the GUI. This means that the text width and 
row number of all information inserted will affect the overall structure of this section in terms 
of PMI creation, thus each row will be offset so that all previously insert information is 
clearly shown. A simple double tap on the model view itself will make this the current view 
and zoom to all visible objects in the model. Another double tap will focus entirely on the 
information connected to this model view. 
 
In order to maintain an intuitive approach to the application and the created information in the 
form of PMI, a two way modifying functionality has been developed. This will make sure that 
any changes made with the usual PMI functionality in NX to any created PMI will be updated 
in the application as well. 
 
This method ultimately provide a number of possibilities to enter information, it helps users in 
terms of information structuring, it makes sure all relevant information is accounted for using 
a developed application and more importantly, it allows information to be incorporated 
directly with the model it’s related to. 
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6.2.2 CAD model as knowledge carrier  PMI 
The proposed method with the purpose of utilising CAD models as knowledge carriers is in 
large built upon previous research. The previously published paper by Sandberg and 
Näsström [2] should be a great source for more information in regard to this method and 
where it came from. 
The idea is to incorporate all product related knowledge with the actual model using PMI. 
PMI is basically a 3D annotation which can be place in close proximity to the model as well 
as be linked to certain points, faces or other part of the geometry, making this a very intuitive 
and visually expressive means for communicating information. 
Figure 32 below shows how this can be done. 
 

 
 
Figure 32. PMI directly connected to the geometry of the model. Selected PMI will also as shown highlight 

associated geometry. 
 
To further increase the user friendly aspects of communicating information, PMI can be 
structured in model views, basically allowing users to produce model views containing PMI 
as they would with a simple 2D drawing. Figure 33 shows how PMI can be structured in 
model views. 

 
 

Figure 33. Making any model view the “work view” will reorient the viewport to that view. Shown are 
only the PMI associated with that specific model view, found under the view in the navigator. 
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6.2.3 Knowledge management application 
To manage the general information, not directly linked to any specific part on the model, an 
application was developed using the NXOpen API for Visual Basic. The application GUI as 
depicted in figure 34 was constructed using Block Styler. This application serves only as a 
demonstrator and isn’t supposed to be a fully functional, ready-to-use application. The 
application merely intends to pave the way for later implementations by showing how things 
can be done and what the benefits will be. The intentions with this application were to support 
the user in regard to information storage and retrieval. It was supposed to make sure that all 
relevant information was in fact available wherever needed. 
 
Turning the focus to the actual application and the four documents it encapsulates. 
 

 
 

Figure 34. General information located in the application GUI. Both the project status and version have 
drop-down menus where values can be stored or predefined. 

 
The first section found in the GUI is general information depicted in figure 34. This section 
provides input for current project phase and version number, each one allowing predefined, 
listed values as well as user defined ones. Both of which could also be extended towards 
controlling storage of actual development history. The section also includes inputs in regard 
to whoever the document was issued by, the creation date, the project number, the project 
name as well as the intended customer. 
 
This information is finally at dialog confirmation turned into PMI as depicted in figure 35. 
 

 
 

Figure 35. General information as it is created with the application. 
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Looking at the first document of the four, the one named customer requirements. This 
document contain a whole set of requirements, each specified in terms of a description, the 
actual requirement, additional information and a possible source for further information. 
Found in the application, as depicted in figure 36 below, are all inputs just as they were in the 
documentation, allowing an intuitive way to insert all information required. All with the 
added benefit of inputs that can be predefined in order to speed up the process. Each entry 
related to the actual requirement has predefined texts in terms of N/A (not available) and TBD 
(to be decided).  
 

 
 
Figure 36. Customer requirements section inside the dialog. Each drop-down menu has predefined values 

in terms of TBD and N/A. 
 

All information input in this section will as previously mentioned under general information 
be output as PMI, figure 37 illustrates the result. 
 

 
 

Figure 37. PMI created from the customer requirements section in the application. 
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Focusing on the next document, there are a number of interesting new aspects in the one 
called development specification. Aside from the same kind of text entries as previously 
mentioned, here pertaining to file types, material, thickness, weight among others, there are 
two main areas of interest. The first of which is found in the first three inputs in this section, 
the file browser and the possibilities it provides in terms of external references. This 
functionality along with the rest of this section is depicted in Figure 38. 
 

 
 

Figure 38. Dialog section for the development specification and the file browser used for associations with 
files. The results file input which will generate a PMI URL is highlighted at the bottom left. 

 
Even though the general idea is to contain everything with the actual model, separate 
analyses, referencing geometries and such will still have be stored outside the model. External 
references here is at least allowing easy browsing as well as a means to make sure that links to 
external files stay valid. 
 
The second point of interest is the results file input under simulations and more importantly 
the possibilities this is supposed to illustrate. Inserting a link to for instance an image 
representing a simulation result here will generate an actual hyperlink when the dialog is 
confirmed. This hyperlink can then be followed from within the actual CAD system, 
increasing the support for informational integration even further. 
 
Aside for these there are a lot more inputs to be utilised, the functionality behind them 
however is as straightforward as those mentioned under customer requirements. All 
information will also, as figure 39 shows, be output as PMI. 
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Figure 39. PMI created from inputs under the developments section in the application. 
 
Turning to the third document, the one referred to as product remarks. This is a document 
created by the product engineer during a step-by-step evaluation in terms of production 
requirements. The product engineer attacks one area at a time, assessing the model in order to 
provide a verdict of whether or not the design meets production specific requirements. If the 
design fails to meet the requirements, corresponding rules to follow should along with visual 
clarifications be added to the document. There is of course a section in the application aimed 
at reproducing this approach, and it’s is depicted in figure 40. 
 

 
 

Figure 40. Product remarks section in the application dialog. Each drop-down menu contains three 
predefined options all of which affect the annotation text in some way. Pressing the insert button next 
to a remark will create a PMI with text in accordance with the annotation text in the vicinity of the 
model as shown at the bottom left corner. 
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The important parts in this section are the ones under the Status area. Each numbered row 
constitutes a certain aspect of the production, all of which needs to be verified for the model 
in question. First off, the components constituting each row. 
 
The first column contains descriptions for every aspect of the production that is supposed to 
be analysed. Directly following is the product remark status which is where the product 
engineer inputs the status in terms of okay (OK), not okay (NOK) or not available (N/A). The 
inputs made here will just as with any other input be preserved as PMI when the dialog is 
confirmed. They will as in the original document be colour coded, OK is green, N/A is yellow 
and NOK is red. These will as choices all affect the text found in the text field next to them. 
The NOK option will however generate a default annotation in the text field next to it while 
the other two will simply clear the field. This predefined text is what’s commonly used to 
clarify which rules and requirements that are unsatisfied and further needs to be taken into 
account during redesign. The text can just as easy be manually changed, regardless of whether 
the status is OK, NOK or N/A. The comments inserted here is then later supposed to be 
directly linked to the model, this is where the insert button comes in handy. 
 
Pressing insert will generate a new PMI in the vicinity of the model, containing the text 
inserted in the text field. This text can then manually be place and associated with the correct 
model geometry. Figure 40 shows how PMI generated as product remark are inserted with the 
model. This section will however just as the rest of the sections found in the application GUI 
also generate PMI in terms of general information, depicted in figure 41. 
 

 
 

Figure 41. General information in terms of product remarks as PMI. 
 

This procedure can then be reiterated for each product remark in the list and if the need arises, 
have a specific PMI generated one after the other near the model. Associations between text 
inserted in the GUI and generated PMI will like for the rest of the application be preserved. 
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Changing the remark status after corrections in the model to OK and pressing insert will have 
the previously created PMI update as well. 
  
As for the last document of the four, Design specification. This document has not been fully 
integrated as of yet. There is a section ready for implementation, time and the fact that the 
kind of information this included was very similar to those of the other documents made 
regrettably this one fall behind in terms of priority. This is not saying that this document isn’t 
important, it’s just less vital in terms of proving a point in the demonstrator. To cover this 
document briefly, it is a document describing final design in terms of product specific 
information found in the development specification, file storage locations, images, blanking 
layouts among others. All off which could be implemented using previously described means 
of input. 
 
The possibility to incorporate these four documents with the actual CAD model is in 
conclusion very realistic. As for responses from evaluations at GHT, this method has 
generated great feedback and it will be subject to further development in the near future. 

6.2.4 Third party applications for information retrieval 
The in part manual and in part automated PMI incorporation with models, as previously 
explained, allows a highly intuitive means for knowledge storage. Model views together with 
a fair sense of how information should be structured makes knowledge retrieval very intuitive 
and user friendly. Even though delimitations in terms of restrictions to commercial CAD 
systems were set for this thesis, knowledge sharing would still benefit from a lesser 
dependency to any specific system. A solution for this has in part been covered in the theory 
chapter. There are a number of different third party applications which allow users to access 
models and PMI knowledge without CAD system, two of which are JT2Go and Acrobat 3D. 
The one found to be the most efficient was after tests JT2Go. JT2Go is a free 3D viewer 
supporting the JT format. It allows models to be oriented and inspected in 3D space at the 
same time as it support PMI and the structure these are built on using model views. The 
information contained in the annotations can’t be change using JT2Go, it can however be 
hidden, structured, visually customised and even followed, assuming they include hyperlinks 
as previously mentioned in NX. 
 
In addition, JT2Go includes a means to embed an ActiveX viewing window that references a 
JT file [13] inside Word, Excel and PowerPoint documents. All encompassing the same 
functionality as previously described in JT2Go. 
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7 Discussion 
This section aims to convey the author’s thoughts, ideas and conclusions regarding the thesis 
work as a whole. 
 
If I may say so, this has without a doubt been THE most rewarding and for that matter 
interesting work I’ve done to date. A current and highly relevant field of research, a great 
mixture of software development, computer aided design and research, knowledgeable and 
driven people surrounding me and a company with the ambition to keep renewing themselves 
and the methods they use. All in all a truly great collection of favourable circumstances 
hopefully ending in what all parties consider a rewarding result. 
 
Some time into this thesis, two different projects as a part of the whole seemed a little 
overwhelming. But even though two separate applications were developed independently, 
they still had basic principles and common intentions tying them together. This made in 
extension experiences from the first application vital or at least beneficial to the development 
of the second application. Looking at the big picture, the first application made it possible to 
impart knowledge from later stages of development into the initial quotation design. This 
increased the initial foundation upon which designers make their decisions when developing. 
The second application then allowed or at least proposed a method of how knowledge and 
important information could be retained and reused during larger parts of the development, 
allowing participants later on in the development access to vital information provided by 
those most qualified to do so. The applications have on their own separate purposes, but 
together they could offer a means to ensure knowledge exchange, in both directions. This 
holds for the initial quotation design in the specific case at GHT, but could be considered 
during a general product development of some sort as well. 
 
Looking at these kinds of tools and how they could or perhaps should be utilised for product 
development in general, my opinion differs a bit. The first tool, developed during this thesis 
as well as a previous one, is a very powerful tool indeed. The possibilities this kind of 
knowledge embedded, “intelligent” tools provide are hard to even grasp, something which in 
itself might make it dangerous. What they potentially can provide should be compared to the 
investment required in regard to both time and resource. A tool like this could very well 
further enhance user’s insight in parts of the production they would never see otherwise, just 
make sure that the result isn’t a black box of which a minimal number of people really grasp. 
Having said that, I would generally recommend each and everyone to at least consider them 
or the ideas about reusing knowledge they are based upon. The second tool or method 
described in this thesis is however something in which I personally can’t see any drawbacks, 
at least in its basic principles. Every aspects has obviously not be considered and a fully 
functional tool isn’t developed, but supporting interfaces and automated formatting aside, 
storing useful knowledge and information with the actual model is definitely the way I would 
want it in the future. 
 
Finally, from a company’s point of view. Investing in experienced and knowledgeable 
personal is by far the best investment one can make, in my opinion at least. Something I guess 
most companies obviously strive for as well. Where many falls short is however when it 
comes to ensuring that this knowledge and experience is kept within the company even after 
these personnel is gone, whether gone on vacation or gone for good. Storing this knowledge 
and experience in a structurally sound manner should help ensure that development is built on 
previous efforts instead of possibly doing the same thing over and over. 
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8 Future work 
This section is here to ensure that the research doesn’t stop with this work and in the process 
convey everything worth taking a further look at. It should as the title implies, serve as a 
foundation for future work. 

8.1 KBE tool 
There are in particular two major aspects to focus on from this point forward. The tool has to 
be verified in comparison to real cost from actually produced SIBs. Production specific costs 
used in this tool has been based on real cost, they have however all been divided by some so 
far unknown factor. The tool may still serve as one for comparison between concepts, but in 
order to fully verify the entire process model this should be done. The tool need to be put to 
use. Without actually testing this in the right environment and situation it was intended, it will 
never be the tool it has the potential to be. This should ensure that smaller bugs, glitches or 
possible flaw are found if they are there and more importantly illuminate areas that should be 
focus on in future development. 
 
Tool cost is yet to be implemented. These are not directly applicable to the individual SIB, but 
since they still affect the total cost for the customer they could still be prove to be useful 
during the initial quotation design. 
 
Since the model contains sensitive company knowledge, future research should be focused on 
making sure this will never, for any circumstance, end up outside the company itself. This 
knowledge is presently stored as KF objects. 
 
Make sure that the wrong kind of object is unavailable for selection inside the feature 
selection tool. At least make sure that selection of the wrong kind is handled in an acceptable 
manner, not resulting in system failure. 
 
Further extend the tool towards cold formed beam as well. 
 
The database retrieval is at this point hard coded in the sense that, even though values can be 
changed, the actual variables can’t. The tool will in certain cases read variable names for later 
use, but this hasn’t been implemented in a way to fully support this kind of modifications. 
Reading from excel sheets into the model also anticipates a certain number of parameters in 
each sheet, making additions in that regard from outside the code impossible. This should be 
look at if this is a function desired. 
 
Updates from the database isn’t the most time efficient, a little work in this area could 
probably shave off quite some time in terms of calculations. 
 
Extend the somewhat simple cross-sectional measurements to more exact analyses. The 
length measurement is to some extend more exactly derived from the model geometry, but it 
could just like the width measurement be further improved. This should allow the application 
to take more variations in beam designs into account as well as generally improve the 
reliability of attained result. 
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8.2 Knowledge sharing demonstrator 
Extend the demonstrator in a manner allowing development history to be stored with the 
model, further ensuring the usefulness throughout the entire life cycle. 
 
Synchronous usage of the single knowledge embedded model as proposed needs to be further 
researched. Let’s say that a second user opens the model for modification, unaware of the fact 
that another user already works on that exact model. When the first person decides that he is 
done, saves the model and exits, he would naturally expect the changes he made are there the 
next time he opens the model. But when the second person save her changes to the same 
model, a model where the first persons modification does not exist, she has effectively erased 
everything previously modified by the first person from the point she first open the model and 
on. The designer should for instance be able to continue working on a model at the same time 
as the product engineer adds, for instance product remarks, something which isn’t supported 
thus far. 
 
Continue exploring how knowledge can be retained and reused with the help of CAD models 
as well as how this can be done with as little dependency to specific CAD software as 
possible. 
 
An actual implementation of a tool like this should at least not be recommended using a GUI 
created with the Block Styler. This solution requires a separate GUI file along the restrictions 
these provide in regard to customisability. If the language of choice is visual basic as in this 
thesis, the GUI should preferably be created with visual basic as well. 
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Appendix A 
Project plan (Mission Statement) 
 
Background 
This master thesis will build upon research currently conducted within Research Project 3.3 work 
Package 3 in the Faste Laboratory. This project aims to retain and reuse knowledge in computer-based 
3D-models, thus using them as knowledge carriers. A previous master thesis relevant to this has been 
conducted at Gestamp Hardtech (GHT), more specifically on their R&D department for side impact 
beams. This work has resulted in a set of tools for start-up model generation, interactive customisation 
using a basic GUI and automated optimisation of the design in regard to set specifications and 
requirements. The model and GUI has been developed in and for NX and its KBE module Knowledge 
Fusion. 
  
Aim 
The aim of this thesis is to increase the knowledge sharing through the incorporation of product specific 
knowledge into a single model, thus making the knowledge easily accessible, current and relevant. The 
idea is that this knowledge will increase the efficiency, productivity and quality throughout the entire 
product development process, by allowing divisions in different phases during development a means to 
communicate and further prepare for the next phase. The thesis will focus on GHT and its initial 
quotation design. This includes design, simulation, feasibility study and a final evaluation. So by 
increasing the knowledge foundation in the early stages of conceptualisation as well as presenting 
feedback relevant to choices made, this should reduce the mistakes made, minimise rework, decrease 
the development time as well as improve the final result. 
 
Definition 
Provide feedback in regard to estimated final product cost in the early design stage. 
Incorporate product specific knowledge and design rationale into the existing start model. 
Develop the existing GUI into a user friendly tool for storage and retrieval of incorporated information 
to and from the working model. 
Further implement means for the GUI to adapt to the current model as well as to the design choices 
made, thus limiting options and parameters according to gathered knowledge and specified input. 
Implement and evaluate current research conducted within the Faste Laboratory in regard to knowledge 
sharing. 
 
Time frame 
 

   Phases 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Introduction

model and KF pre-study

Knowledge gathering - interviews

Planning

Project definition

Definition of tool parameters

Cost implementation

Evaluation

Refinement

Project verification

Design rationale implementation

KBE and KF study

User documentation

Documentation

Presentation

Project plan week
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Appendix B 
 
   KBE tool 

D/W  Specification 

D  Allow hot formed SIB design comparison in regard to production cost 

W  Provide feedback of final SIB production cost based on actual prices 

D  Automate the production setup 

D  Allow user customisation of the production setup 

D  Provide feedback on user input 

D  Provide user with a mean for information storage and retrieval 

D  Ensure that sensitive company information doesn't end up outside the company 

D  Make sure that the production model used during calculations stays up‐to‐date 

D  Allow parameter updates without knowledge of  the development environment 

W  Make the application intuitive and easy to use 

     

   Include the following in calculations: 

D  Material cost 

D  Blanking operation cost 

D  Press hardening  operation cost 

D  Shot blasting operation cost 

D  Splitting operation cost 

W  Tool costs 

     

   Allow user input in regard to: 

   Material: 

D  Material choice 

   Linking: 

D  Link type 

D  Link distances 

   Blanking operation: 

D  Feed length 

D  Coil width 

D  Nesting 

   Press hardening operation: 

D  Hardening line (HL3, HL4 and HL6) 

W  Number of lanes per SIB 

D  Press hardening deformation factor 

D  Design choices made (Design rationale) 

W  Choice of currancy 

     

   Provide the user with a means for: 

W  Including manually created geometry to calculations 

W  Store design concepts for later comparison 

W 
 
Consider cold forming of SIB during calculations 
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   Knowledge sharing demonstrator 

D/W  Specification 

D  Allow storage of knowledge and information with CAD models 

D  Aid user in terms of information storage and retrieval 

D  Ensure that all essential information is stored where and when needed 

W  Allow storage of revision history 

D  Structure information relative to other information 

D  Structure information between components in a large assembly 

D  Allow filtering in terms of information retrieval 

W  Allow information retrieval without a specific CAD system 

W  Allow export of information to separate documents 

     

   Provide support for including information from the following four documents: 

D  Customer requirements 

D  Development specification 

D  Product remarks 

D  Design specification 
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Appendix C 
This appendix includes further information in regard to the documents incorporated during 
part two of this thesis. Included for each document are document name, creator, project 
number and project name, which together should suffice for original document retrieval. 
 
Customer requirements 
Document  CR-3024_modified-faste.doc 
Issued by  Joakim Johansson 
Project number  3024 
Project name  GMX351 
 
Development specification 
Document  DS-3024-v01A.doc 
Issued by  Linus Granström 
Project number  3024 
Project name  GMX351 
 
Product remarks 
Document  PR-3024-v01AA.xls (Not found in document, best guess) 
Issued by  Nicklas Eriksson 
Project number  3036 
Project name  GMX351 
 
Design specification 
Document  PS-3036-v01A.xls 
Issued by  Nicklas Eriksson 
Project number  3036 
Project name  GMX351 


